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Abstract—A method to analyze classical Chinese texts is proposed. In the method a morphological analyzer MeCab is used. A four-level word-class system for classical Chinese on MeCab is also proposed, and an XEmacs-based editor to make a corpus on the word-class system is presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

The most difficult point in the linguistic analysis of classical Chinese texts is that they don’t have any spaces or punctuation marks between words or between sentences [1]. They consist of continuous strings of Chinese characters from the start to the end of texts. Contrary to the analysis of modern Chinese texts, which have several punctuation marks and can be fragmented into phrases with these punctuation marks, the analysis of classical Chinese texts has to begin with finding out the ends of sentences.

In this paper we propose a method to analyze classical Chinese texts using a morphological analyzer MeCab [2]. Our method, shown in this paper, is concentrated on the prose of classical Chinese texts, but not on the rhymes.

II. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF MECAB

MeCab is a language-independent morphological analyzer engine. It was originally developed for Japanese and was subsequently extended to become language-independent. MeCab reads a string of letters or characters from the input stream, segments them into a morpheme sequence, and then outputs the sequence, while adding linguistic information such as word-classes.

We can build any kind of morphological analyzer for any natural language using MeCab, preparing a proper morphological dictionary. We can obtain a better analyzer with a proper morphologically tagged corpus for MeCab. The morphological dictionary and the tagged corpus require a word-class system, which can be stratified at most at four levels.

III. DEVELOPMENT OF OUR ANALYZER FOR CLASSICAL CHINESE TEXTS

A. Outline of Development

Morphological dictionaries and tagged corpora for MeCab are structured as machine-readable data, and they are difficult for human to read and write. In other words, they are difficult to input from scratch by hand. On the other hand, the format of morphological corpora of MeCab is same as the default output format of MeCab. It means that a prototype analyzer based on MeCab helps developing a more powerful and efficient corpus for MeCab.

Therefore we designed our development of a classical Chinese analyzer into two steps: the first step is building a prototype and the second step is refactoring of this prototype.

At the first step, we developed a prototype dictionary from IPA Japanese Dictionary [3] and defined a prototype word-class system for classical Chinese. We also developed a MeCab-corpus editor to input a prototype corpus easily and to reduce mistakes.

At the second step, we examined the prototype corpus, and redefined our four-level word-class system to be more suitable and systematic for classical Chinese. Then we developed our new dictionary on our new word-class system, and eliminated the old prototype dictionary. We are also developing our new corpus for classical Chinese using our MeCab-corpus editor with our new dictionary.

In the following sections we mainly describe our new dictionary and corpus, developed in the second step.

B. MeCab Word-Class System for Classical Chinese

Here we present our four-level word-class system suitable for classical Chinese on MeCab.

The top level, which we call “word-superclass,” is designed to represent the predicate-object structure of classical Chinese: “n” represents objectives, “v” represents predicates, and “p” represents others.

The second level is the ordinary word-class of classical Chinese: 名詞 (noun), 代名詞 (pronoun), 名詞 (numeral), 動詞 (verb), 前置詞 (preposition), 副詞 (adverb), 動詞 (auxiliary verb), 助詞 (particle), and 感嘆詞 (interjection). In our system, 名詞, 代名詞 and 名詞 compose “n” word-superclass; 動詞, 前置詞, 副詞 and 助動詞 compose “v” word-superclass; 助詞 and 感嘆詞 compose “p” word-superclass. We have excluded 形容詞 (adjective) from our system and have joined 形容詞 into 動詞, since, in classical Chinese, there exists no essential distinction between 助詞 and 形容詞 [4].

The third and fourth levels are word-subclasses to describe detailed behavior of the words in classical Chinese.
For example, we show our ideal result for a sentence “自立が夜即候” below in MeCab format.

```
自立 v, 副詞, 關係, 限定,**,**,自, 自ら, ミズカラ,*
立 v, 動詞, 行為, 役割,**,**,立, 立つ, タッ, 五段・行
為 v, 動詞, 行為, 役割,**,**,為, 為る, ナル, 五段・ラ行
夜郎 n, 名詞, 人, 国名,**,**,夜郎, 夜郎, ヤロウ,*
候 n, 名詞, 人, 役割,**,**,候, 侯, コウ,*
```

For the word “自” we categorize its top level (word-superclass) into “v” (predicates), its second level (word-class) into 副詞 (adverb), its third level (word-subclass) into 範囲 (describing field or range), and its fourth level (word-subsubclass) into 限定 (restriction). The fifth to tenth columns are annotations for human consumption and are not used by MeCab.

C. Making Corpus and Dictionary for MeCab

In order to make a corpus of classical Chinese for MeCab, we have developed a MeCab-corpus editor based on XEmacs CHISE [5], [6]. In our MeCab-corpus editor we first input typical sentences from classical Chinese texts. Second we push 漢文-buton of the editor, then we obtain a morpheme sequence temporarily segmented by MeCab. Third we edit the sequence to categorize its words, looking up authoritative textbook references of the sentences (Fig. 1). And last we include the morpheme sequence in our corpus for classical Chinese.

Our corpus for classical Chinese on MeCab now includes about 18,000 sentences, written in our four-level word-class system. Our dictionary for classical Chinese on MeCab includes about 5,000 words, which we categorized into our four-level word-class system. We keep increasing our corpus, and we also keep selecting new words from our corpus to add them into our dictionary.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we proposed a method to analyze classical Chinese texts using a morphological analyzer MeCab. We also proposed our four-level word-class system and constructed a MeCab-corpus editor to make our corpus for classical Chinese. Now we keep increasing our dictionary and corpus for classical Chinese to make the analyzer more powerful and efficient.
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